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Abstract
Advanced fluorescence imaging methods require careful matching of excitation
sources, dichroics, emission filters, detectors, and dyes to operate at their best.
This complex task is often left to guesswork, preventing optimal dye:filter
combinations, particularly for multicolour applications. To overcome this
challenge we developed SPEKcheck, a web application to visualise the
efficiency of the light path in a fluorescence microscope. The software reports
values for the excitation efficiency of a dye, the collection efficiency of the
emitted fluorescence, and a "brightness" score, allowing easy comparison
between different fluorescent labels. It also displays a spectral plot of various
elements in the configuration, enabling users to readily spot potential problems
such as low efficiency excitation, emission, or high bleedthrough. It serves as
an aid to exploring the performance of different dyes and filter sets.
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Introduction
Modern fluorescence microscopy has been transformed by the 
availability of custom designed multi-layer dielectric filters 
and dichroic/polychroic mirrors1,2, allowing the creation of opti-
mised optical setups for a wide range of excitation sources, 
dyes, and emission paths. Given the ever-evolving landscape 
of new imaging modalities3–6, detailed knowledge of the expected 
spectral transmission can be especially informative for both  
custom-built and commercial microscopes.

Computation of the expected spectral transmission is often  
performed manually in a spreadsheet: the spectrum of each  
component and dye is pasted into separate columns and  
combined to calculate the resulting transmission. However, the 
spectral data for different components may be provided with  
different sample spacing and ranges, and for filters in transmis-
sion or reflection mode. The data therefore requires extensive  
pre-processing before it can be combined to enable comparison 
of different setups, resulting in a time-consuming and error- 
prone process.

We have developed SPEKcheck, a web application to perform 
these calculations. We provide an online instance of SPEKcheck 
on our own website, as well the source code for other sites 
to provide their own instance of SPEKcheck configured for  
the microscopes they have available.

Other microscope spectrum viewers exist such as the online tools  
in company websites like Thermo Fisher, Chroma, or Semrock. 
However, SPEKcheck has a number of additional features:

•    The emission spectrum of the dye is combined with those 
of filters in the emission path, allowing modelling and visu-
alisation of the transmission spectrum. The efficiency of a 
microscope’s excitation path may be similarly assessed by 
combining the light source spectrum with those of filters in 
the excitation path.

•    An arbitrary number of dichroic or polychroic mirrors 
and emission filters can be stacked, with each in either 
reflection or transmission, to fully model arbitrarily  
complicated systems.

•    Detector spectra can be added to clearly illustrate the  
difference in detection efficiency between, for instance,  
the human eye, sCMOS or CCD camera, and a PMT.

•    Pre-set configurations can be defined in a configuration 
file, allowing a lab or facility to model the instruments  
they have available to their users.

•    Adding new dyes, mirrors or filters only involves adding 
a text file of the dye or filter spectral response to  
the local installation and updating an index file.

•    By including data on dye extinction coefficients and  
quantum yields SPEKcheck provides reasonable estimates  
of the relative brightness between different dyes.

•    An ‘Optimise dyes’ function can be used to determine 
the best dyes to use with a given filter configuration and  
excitation source.

•    SPEKcheck is free software enabling facilities to provide  
an extended and personalised instance to their own  
users.

•    The underlying SPEKcheck library is decoupled from  
the application and can be used to developed other  
tools

Together, these features make SPEKcheck a simple yet extremely 
powerful tool for assessing the excitation and emission  
efficiency of a fluorescence microscopy setup. Once an exist-
ing setup has been defined, it is then easy to model how changes 
to individual components — dyes, light sources, and optical  
components — will affect the output signal.

Methods
Operation
In the most basic use of SPEKcheck, a predefined microscope 
configuration, such as ‘DV Elite QUADmC mCherry’, is selected 
from the ‘Setup’ menu. This will display the excitation and  
emission efficiency, relative brightness of the fluorescent signal, 
and the transmission spectra of the different system components 
and emitted fluorescence (Figure 1). The displayed compo-
nents are the excitation light source modulated by the filters in  
the excitation path, the dye absorption (abs) and emission (em), 
the dichroic and filters in the emission path, and the detector. 
The final emitted fluorescence spectrum appears in the brightest  
colour, with a dark thick outline to emphasise it.

In addition to ‘Setup’, three other selections are available in 
the basic interface: ‘Excitation’, ‘Dye’, and ‘Detector’. While 
predefined setups may include a pre-selection for each, these 
can be changed independently, enabling quick visualisation 
of their effect in a given setup. If a dye is selected independent 
from a setup selection, that dye selection will be kept fixed  
while changing setups.

A further ‘Optimise Dyes’ button tests the entire collection of 
dyes with all other parameters unchanged and displays a list 
of their excitation and emission efficiencies, and brightness in  
tabular form (Figure 2).

A more complex interface provides full control over the filters 
and dichroics in the light path. Clicking on the ‘Customise  
Filters’ button reveals three additional lists (Figure 3). The first 
list, named ‘Filters’, shows all available filters. The two other, 
named ‘Excitation Path’ and ‘Emission Path’, show the filters 
currently in their respective paths. Filters can be added to a path 
by dragging them from the ‘Filters’ list into either path, they 
can be removed from a path by clicking on their ‘X’ button, 
and the mode of each filter in a path can be flipped between  
transmission (T) and reflection (R) through the ‘T|R’ toggle.

Local configuration
Users can import their own components (i.e. spectra for their 
own detectors, dyes, excitation sources, and filters) through the 
‘Import...’ dialog. Users can also save the currently defined cus-
tom setup through the ‘Add Setup’ dialog which saves the cur-
rent configuration and adds it as a selection at the bottom of the 
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‘Setup’ menu. However, this configuration is temporary and is  
not retained between sessions.

To permanently add new components, their data files must be 
added to the data directory, and their names to the match-
ing json file. To permanently add new setups, they must 
be defined on the data/setups.json file. To sim-
plify the process of writing a new setup, the ‘Add Setup’  
button will also show the required json fragment which can be  
cut and pasted into the data/setups.json file.

Full documentation for SPEKcheck, including instructions for 
the different installation types and file formats, is included in the 
SPEKcheck documentation which is part of the release and online 
at https://www.micron.ox.ac.uk/software/spekcheck/help.html.

Control via the URL
The URL fragment and query components can be used to  
control the initialisation state of SPEKcheck. Adding the 
string #setup=<name> to the end of the URL will load  

SPEKcheck with the setup <name>, providing links to specific  
configurations. The addition of the string ?setup=<name> will 
filter the setups so that only those containing the string <name> 
are displayed, providing links for a version of SPEKcheck that  
only provides a subset of setups for selection.

For example, the fragments #setup=OMXv3 GR Green, 
#dye=GFP, or #excitation=halogen-lamp will initialise 
SPEKcheck with these selections. The queries ?setup=OMX 
or ?setup=DV will filter the setup collection for names  
containing the relevant text.

Requirements
SPEKcheck is both a javascript library and a web applica-
tion. It makes extensive use of HTML5 and ECMAScript 2015 
features and thus requires a relatively recent web browser. It 
should run on any browser that supports these standards. We 
have tested SPEKcheck on the desktop and on mobile versions 
of Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Safari, and Silk web browsers.  
Note that Internet Explorer is not supported.

Figure 1. Display of SPEKcheck with a predefined setup for a DV Elite microscope and a mCherry sample. It shows that this setup 
excites mCherry with an efficiency of 74% and collects 20.6% of the emitted light, leading to a relative brightness of 0.36. See also Figure 2 for 
a comparison with other dyes. The spectrum for the total transmitted light is shown in bright orange, a dark grey outline, and above all other 
spectra. The spectrum for the excitation light source is show in bright green, along with the dye absorption and emission spectra in a fainter 
orange. The emission dichroics and filters are also shown in fainter shades with different tones. Individual traces can be toggled on or off by 
clicking on the corresponding names in the plot legend.
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It should be noted that mobile browsers do not provide  
click-and-drag functionality so the ‘Customise Filters’ controls  
are not able to create new setup configurations on these  
browsers. However all other functionality is supported.

The SPEKcheck web application is fully client-side and so 
does not require a web server. In addition, releases include all  
external dependencies enabling SPEKcheck to run completely 
offline.

Availability
SPEKcheck is free software released under the GNU General 
Public License (GPL) version 3 or later. Releases are available 
for download on both GitHub and Zenodo7. The git repository  
in github is public and includes the source code to prepare new 
releases in a Makefile.

Implementation
SPEKcheck is structured after a Model-View-Presenter (MVP) 
pattern8. In this pattern, Models encapsulate the data and  

problem logic, Views are representations of data, and a  
Presenter handles user input redirecting it to the Models or Views. 
At the core of SPEKcheck is an instance of the Setup and  
SetupPlot classes. The Setup is our Model of an optical  
setup, and SetupPlot is the View of its multiple spectra, which 
listens to change events from Setup. User interactions on the  
GUI modify the Setup instance which dispatches change  
events, causing SetupPlot to update.

Data models
Our model of an optical setup, named Setup, is composed 
of a Detector, a Dye, an Excitation, and two Arrays 
of Filters, one for the excitation path, and another for the  
emission path. These four classes model the basic compo-
nents of an optical setup and are composed of Spectrum  
properties: Detectors have qe, Dyes have absorption  
and emission, Excitation (sources) have intensity,  
and Filters have transmission and reflection. The 
Arrays of Filters are modelled with FilterStack, 
an Array-like class for Filters and their configuration, 

Figure 2. The output of the ‘Optimise Dye’ button from the configuration in Figure 1. By default, the results are sorted by brightness 
value and Atto-590, can be seen to have the highest brightness at 1.48, followed by Alexa-568, and Alexa-594. The dyes can be ordered by 
excitation or emission efficiencies by clicking on the column headers.
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which has a Spectrum property for its total transmission. The  
Spectrum instances, used to represent the spectrum data for 
all components, are immutable objects, meaning that results 
from efficiency and transmission calculations can be efficiently  
cached in a WeakMap.

Collections of the different individual component types are  
modelled as DataCollection instances, a Map-like class 

which provides asynchronous and lazy access to the actual data. 
As with Setup instances, Collection instances dispatch 
events when a change happens, such as the addition or removal of  
elements, triggering an update of their corresponding Views and 
hence the user interface. Finally, a Setup-like class named 
SetupDescription is used to represent a Setup with-
out actually creating instances of the required components. In a  
SetupDescription instance, the individual components are 

Figure 3. The filter set ‘DV Elite QUADmC mCherry’ has been selected and then ‘Customise Filters’ button pressed to reveal the exact 
configuration. It can be seen that the excitation path has one dichroic in reflection mode, DV-SSI-Quad-mCh. Because a dichroic is part of 
both the emission and excitation light paths, it also appears in the emission path in transmission mode, note the blue R button in the Excitation 
Path and T button in the emission Path. In addition, the emission path includes the DV-EM-mCherry bandpass filter in transmission mode. The 
transmission or reflection mode of filters and dichroics can be toggled by clicking on the ‘T|R’ slider, or they can be removed from a path by 
clicking on the X button. New filters or dichroics can be added by dragging from the Filters list on the left into the the relevant Path box.
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replaced by the component unique id which is used as a key on  
the respective DataCollection.

Computation of efficiencies and brightness
The transmitted spectrum (‘mCherry (transmitted)’ in the plot 
legend of Figure 1) is the product of the dye emission spectra, 
all filters in the emission path, and the wavelength-dependent 
detector efficiency. The emission efficiency (‘em’ in the plot title 
of Figure 1) is the area of the transmitted spectrum, divided by  
the area of the dye emission spectrum.

The excitation efficiency (‘ex’ in the plot title of Figure 1) is 
the fraction of light from the excitation source absorbed by 
the dye. It is determined by evaluating the area of the source  
spectrum after modulation by all filters in the excitation path 
and the dye absorption spectrum, then dividing this area by 
the total area of the unmodulated excitation source spectrum.  
Because different spectra may have different ranges and  
resolutions, spectral values are interpolated at a resolution of 1 nm  
and assumed to be zero at all wavelengths outside the range  
covered  by the provided data.

Relative brightness (‘brightness’ in the plot title of Figure 1) 
is approximated by the product of excitation efficiency,  
emission efficiency, dye extinction coefficient, and dye quantum  
yield. The final brightness is relative to 100% excitation and  
emission of Alexa-488 (Extinction Coefficient of 73000 M-1 cm-1, 
and Quantum Yield of 0.92), and multiplied by 10.

SPEKcheck data source and format
In addition to the Javascript library and application, SPEKcheck 
includes a collection of spectra data for different dyes, excitation 
sources, filters, and detectors.

Data for most filters were found on their manufacturers’ web 
sites. The spectra for custom or unusual filters were requested 
from the manufacturer or, if unavailable, measured using a 
suitable spectrometer and light source. Data for dye extinc-
tion coefficients and quantum yields was retrieved from the  
suppliers’ web sites, the literature, or other web-based resources, 
such as http://www.fluorophores.org/. Spectra for lasers were 
modelled as unit pulses in wavelength with a 1 nm width, 
whereas those for polychromatic sources were measured with a  
spectrometer (CCS100, Thorlabs).

The files with the spectral data are plain text files containing a 
multi-line header with key/value pairs and comments, followed 
by a comma separated variable (CSV) section with the actual 
spectral values. The details of the format are included in the  
SPEKcheck documentation.

Graphical User Interface
The SPEKcheck application reads from a template HTML 
file and injects it into a specified page element. This element 
may be the document body, so that SPEKcheck runs as a  
standalone, single-page application. Alternatively, other pages 
can import the same template and display it anywhere in the  

document, even allowing multiple instances of SPEKcheck in the 
same web page.

External dependencies
SPEKcheck uses several external libraries. The javascript library 
Chart.js is used to handle plotting of the spectra. Bootstrap 
handles the front-end. jQuery is used by SPEKcheck to  
perform the asynchronous requests for the data files, and inter-
nally by Bootstrap to handle its events. All these libraries are 
free software under the MIT license, and compatible with  
GPL version which SPEKcheck is released under.

Use cases
We have designed the SPEKcheck interface with a range of  
microscope users in mind:

1.    Those with a specific microscope attempting to pick the 
ideal dye for their sample;

2.    Those with access to multiple systems but an already  
prepared sample;

3.    Those wishing to see how changes to individual filters 
and dichroics will change their detection efficiencies  
and image brightness.

In the first use case, having chosen a setup, the user presses 
the ‘Optimise Dye’ button, which estimates the efficiency of  
all available dyes for that setup.

In the second use case, after a dye has been selected manually, 
that selection will not be modified as different setups are  
selected. This allows a user to explore the efficiencies of  
different setups for a given dye.

In the third use case, a user may press the ’Customise Filters’ 
button to enable addition, removal, or modification of any  
elements in a setup. With no setup selected, this enables the 
user to build a completely new one from scratch. If a setup is  
selected, the user may assess the effects of making changes to that 
setup.

In all cases, SPEKcheck needs to be configured for the locally-
available microscope systems and components, such as dichroics 
and detectors. While we host a public instance of SPEKcheck, 
we expect facilities to provide access to their own instances, 
configured for their own users and equipment. In this way, 
their users are not faced with long lists of filters, dyes, and 
other settings which are not appropriate to the equipment they  
have access to, and which could otherwise make searching for  
relevant settings an arduous task. The SPEKcheck library has 
been designed with this in mind, and may be used in any of 
three different ways: as an online single-page application, as 
a component of another web page, or as a local application that  
happens to run in a web browser.

SPEKcheck as a dedicated single-page application
To customise SPEKcheck for their own users, facilities will  
need to define the microscopes they have available in the  
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data/setups.json file, and ensure they have the data 
files for the relevant components. This is how we run our main  
SPEKcheck instance at Micron Oxford.

While this setup requires the facility to have access to a web 
server, SPEKcheck then runs completely on the client-side,  
simplifying the server setup and removing additional security 
implications.

SPEKcheck as a component of another web page
The SPEKcheck application can be inserted into any HTML 
element and so does not need an entire page to itself, it will 
work as part of a larger web page. For example, a microscope  
facility can have individual web pages describing each of their 
microscopes, and have SPEKcheck embedded in those pages  
with only the related setups available for selection. Details on 
how to embed SPEKcheck on another page are included in the 
SPEKcheck documentation. It should be noted that SPEKcheck 
uses Bootstrap for styling, so the parent page style must  
not clash with the Bootstrap stylesheet.

SPEKcheck as a local application
Since SPEKcheck is fully client-side, it can run offline and to 
support this, SPEKcheck releases include all dependencies. This 
enables a facility to make SPEKcheck available to their users 
on the same computer that they use to control a microscope, 
even if that computer has no access to the internet. It also  
enables individual users to configure a copy of SPEKcheck 
on their own computer for precisely the dyes and filters they  
require, without the need to run a web server. Facilities may also 
prepare their own releases of SPEKcheck, pre-configured with  
their setups, and distribute them to their users.

The Chrome and Safari web browsers will not, by default, 
allow file access from local applications and thus require a 
local web server or special configuration which has potential  
security implications. We recommend a local web server and 
provide instructions on one way to do this in the SPEKcheck  
documentation.

Configuration
An instance of SPEKcheck requires a file describing pre-defined 
microscope setups, and data files containing the spectra for com-
ponents used in those setups. If a site runs multiple instances 
of SPEKcheck, the setups for each instance can be defined in  
javascript code on the page itself, and each instance may have its 
own set of filters, detectors, dyes, and excitation sources.

The URL used to access SPEKcheck can include query elements 
that filter the available setups, filters, and dyes by a simple string 
match. Fragment identifiers may also be used to pre-select a  
microscope setup and a dye. This enables the creation of links 
for a specific setup or subset of available setups that can be book-
marked and shared. For example, at Micron, we run one instance 
of SPEKcheck on our web server that is configured with all our  
available microscope setups and data files; on each microscope 
computer, we provide a link from the desktop that opens SPEK-
check, displaying only the relevant setups for that microscope.

JavaScript Library
As a JavaScript library we hope that SPEKcheck can also 
be used by other projects. First, the models and views are 
decoupled so the models could be used on other applications  
handling spectral data or fluorescence light path models. Sec-
ond, the HTML code is inserted into the page and so could be  
modified to use other front-end libraries.

Discussion
SPEKcheck uses widely available or easily obtainable data for 
light sources, dyes, filters, dichroics, and detectors to realistically 
model the fluorescence light path of fluorescence microscopes.  
Its significant advantage over other existing tools is that it mod-
els the propagation of both the excitation light to a sample 
and the fluorescence emission from the sample all the way to 
the detector. Additionally, it is able to use standard literature  
extinction coefficients and quantum efficiencies to estimate the  
absolute brightness of the detected signal, allowing comparison 
not only between different systems but also between different  
dyes on different systems. We have specifically designed 
SPEKcheck to be able to model complex fluorescence setups 
with an arbitrary number of dichroics and filters in both the  
illumination and emission path. Many modern advanced micro-
scopes have such requirements. For instance, having a dual-view 
device to split two fluorescent channels across one camera 
requires two dichroics: one in the microscope filter cube and 
a second just before the camera. In these cases the spectral  
graphs can rapidly become cluttered and confusing. To mitigate 
this, individual traces can be toggled off and on by clicking 
on their entry in the legend. This enables clear visualisation of  
each component even in complex setups.

Limitations of the SPEKcheck application
We made some conscious concessions in SPEKcheck with the 
aim of providing a simpler interface for the typical fluorescence  
microscope. These are:

•    only one dye and detector can be selected at a time;

•    filters in the excitation path are not displayed;

•    the display range is limited to between 300 nm and 800 nm.

The SPEKcheck interface and the Setup class only allow 
the selection of a single dye. The main use of a configuration 
with multiple dyes would be to investigate bleedthrough which 
can still be accomplished. For example, in the case of a red/green 
configuration, first select the setup for the green channel, 
setting excitation and emission filters and light source, and 
select the green dye. Note its brightness. Then, keeping the 
setup the same, select the red dye. This will likely produce no  
brightness, so no red signal bleeds through into the green  
channel. Next, select the setup for the red channel and the red 
dye, and note its brightness. Then, keeping the setup for the 
red channel, select the green dye, and note its brightness. The  
relative values of these brightnesses is the relative intensity of 
signal from equal amounts of each dye in the red channel, and a  
good estimate of the expected bleedthrough.
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Similarly, SPEKcheck has no support for dual or multi channel  
imaging. These are catered for by creating multiple setups 
with the same dichroic but different light sources, excitation  
filters, and emission filters.

Since multiple dyes and detectors can be modelled as multiple 
Setups, the SPEKcheck library can still be used to provide 
alternative interfaces in such cases. The Setup and  
SetupPlot classes are not singletons, and all the individual  
components are immutable objects, so it is possible to create a 
new interface that displays multiple setups at the same time. This 
would require a modified HTML template, and modifications  
to the presenter class to keep the multiple Setups in  
sync where appropriate.

In order to reduce the visual noise in the spectral plot, the  
filters in the excitation path are not displayed. Instead, the  
excitation light source is displayed after being attenuated by the  
excitation path filters and dichroics.

Finally, only the range of 300 nm and 800 nm is displayed in 
the plot preventing its use for two-photon imaging or similar. 
However, computations are done using the entire range of the 
spectrum data, even if they are not displayed in the plot. We 
have tested automatically adjusting the displayed range based  
on the spectra but this made the X axis change with each 
change of the setup, which prevented easy and direct visual  
comparison of resultant spectra. We selected the hardcoded range 
of 300 nm to 800 nm since it is a reasonable range for most  
fluorescence microscopy.

SPEKcheck assumptions for computations
There are several fundamental assumptions in the calculations 
that should be considered when interpreting the numerical and  
spectral data from SPEKcheck produces.

1.    Filters and dichroics can be used in either transmission 
or reflection. The underlying data can also be provided in 
either transmission or reflection. SPEKcheck transforms  
between these two options by assuming that the  
optics are lossless and that reflection = (1 – transmission).

2.    Dye excitation is assumed to be the relevant region of 
the dye absorption spectra multiplied by the excita-
tion light spectra after excitation filters and dichroics 
have been accounted for. This is likely true near the 
peak absorption of the dye. At wavelengths far from the 
peak, other transition states may be populated, so the  
model may overestimate the excitation efficiency.

3.    The dye brightness is determined by multiplying by the 
extinction coefficient and the quantum yield of the dye. 
Extinction coefficients are usually measured at peak 
absorption so, again, the model may overestimate exci-
tation efficiency at wavelengths far from this peak. In 
addition, the quantum yield is often extremely depend-
ant on local environment. We make no account of  
either reduced extinction coefficient or changes to dye 
quantum yields.

4.    We make no effort to account for illumination intensity 
or objective collection efficiency, usually dominated 
by the objective numerical aperture (NA). Our model 
should reflect true brightness changes across different 
excitation sources, dyes, and setups but only if the same 
illumination intensity is used and the same collected 
light spread over the same detector region. Moving 
from a 10× 0.3 NA objective to a 60× 1.4 NA objective  
will have a huge effect on the results.

5.    SPEKcheck takes no account of dye photostability, which 
can significantly affect dye choice. For instance FITC 
will frequently be returned as the brightest dye in setups 
designed to detect green fluorescence. However, more 
modern dyes such as Alexa-488 or Atto-488 are almost  
always a better choice due to their substantially better  
photostability.

6.    Imaging is often fundamentally signal to noise limited. 
Although we model the relative effect of different dyes, 
microscope setups, and detectors, we make no effort to 
determine true detectability. The brightness score should 
reflect the true relative brightness across setups, but factors 
such as detector noise levels or illumination intensity  
may mean that the specific signal in question is not  
detectable.

We note these specific limitations to ensure users are aware of 
the details behind the calculations SPEKcheck performs. The 
assumptions used enable us to generate realistic estimates of 
efficiencies and brightness using readily available data on dye,  
filters, dichroics, and detectors.

Summary
SPEKcheck enables modelling of both simple and complex 
fluorescence light paths. It replaces error-prone and tedious  
spreadsheet-based methods for assessing the efficiencies of  
dye/filter combinations, optionally including the effects of specific 
light sources and detectors. We have found it extremely useful 
in helping users of our microscope facility choose the best 
dyes to use with our microscopes. It has also helped us choose  
replacement filters and dichroics to improve imaging with specific 
microscopes in biological systems that afford less flexibility in 
choice of dye.

We expect that it will be of use to others in the community of 
imaging facilities and their users, and have therefore released 
the full source code under the GNU GPL, along with spectral  
data for commonly used light sources, dyes, filters, dichroics, and 
detectors.

Data availability
All data underlying the results are available as part of the article  
and no additional source data are required.

Software availability
Source code available from: https://github.com/MicronOxford/ 
SpekCheck/releases.
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Archived source code at time of publication: https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.13081037.

Licence: GNU General Public License 3.0.
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   Alex Sossick
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SPECKcheck is an incredibly useful tool that has been developed to implement and understand the
properties of fluorophores on a given microscope, which is incredibly useful especially for microscopy
facilities where there are often numerous different types of microscopes.
 
There are a number of complimentary/similar resources available, but the ability to uniquely compare
fluorophores with an understanding based on the imaging system being used, should give researchers a
useful input into experiment design. For example, being able to balance fluorophores, or understanding
why on different microscope systems fluorophores have varying intensity ratios.
 
SPECKcheck ran locally after downloading which was very elegant, a key to hosting local copies on
specific microscopes. Especially in microscopy facilities with multiple systems, having a local copy of
SPEKcheck specific to the system gives useful information to the microscope user of exactly what to
expect from their fluorophore labelling on that system.
 
Using relative brightness to Alexa-488 as a benchmark is astute, there are a number of options to
reference against, but against a dye that is readily available, in common use and the characteristics in
actual samples are understood makes a lot of sense.
 
The display range of 300nm to 800nm is the standard range that the vast majority of users work within. As
a future request it would be useful to be able to adjust this, for example it is rare for fluorophore emissions
below 400nm to be imaged, so being able to personalise and select for example 400-700 would be a
nicety, but not essential.
 
There is further scope to develop SPECKcheck into a hosted resource for other microscopy facilities, or at
least host standard microscope configuration files that can be loaded onto local instances.

Is the rationale for developing the new software tool clearly explained?
Yes

Is the description of the software tool technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of the code, methods and analysis (if applicable) provided to allow
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1.  

2.  

Are sufficient details of the code, methods and analysis (if applicable) provided to allow
replication of the software development and its use by others?
Yes

Is sufficient information provided to allow interpretation of the expected output datasets and
any results generated using the tool?
Yes

Are the conclusions about the tool and its performance adequately supported by the findings
presented in the article?
Yes

 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard.

 20 August 2018Referee Report

doi:10.21956/wellcomeopenres.16012.r33600

 Teng-Leong Chew
Advanced Imaging Center (AIC), Janelia Research Campus, Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI),
Ashburn, VA, USA

The software, SPEKcheck, created by Phillips,   and described in this manuscript could be a veryet al.
useful tool for imaging core users and personnel to help determine optimum setup of their imaging
experiment. Considering this is an open source platform with some customization (e.g. importation of
particular filter parameters), it allows for great flexibility for core staff to design SPEKcheck profiles
particular to the instruments in their facility. Below are a few suggested revisions and/or additions that
would broaden the applicability of the software to users and imaging specialists outside of core facilities.
 

The most significant omission from the software is the ability to calculate the emission of multiple
dyes in a single experiment. The authors state in the discussion the “main use of a configuration
with multiple dyes would be to investigate bleedthrough…”; I do not agree with the assumptions
inherent in this statement. Primarily, the authors assume that the user will never have an instance
of using a single emission filter in a multi-color experiment. In experiments that require multiple
fluorescent labels but only a single mutli-bandpass emission filter, a tool like SPEKcheck would be
invaluable. Here, bleedthrough, while still a concern, is not the primary issue; it is more important to
know that the correct multi-band pass filter was selected to minimize bleedthrough AND optimize
the emission windows. As you begin to add more fluors, noting the brightness of each individual
fluor and tallying that up is veering towards the spreadsheet method, which the authors state
SPEKcheck was designed to avoid. Furthermore, allowing the addition of fluorophores to the
spectrum ad hoc (similar to how the software already handles multiple filters) would broaden the
potential audience to users of more custom-built microscopes that still require optimization of
fluorophore, laser, and filter selection.
It would be more accurate if the software updated the amount of emitted light depending on the
laser or white light chosen (i.e. the excitation efficiency based on absorbance). Currently, the

software calculates the emission based on the efficiency of the camera, the spectra of the
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2.  

software calculates the emission based on the efficiency of the camera, the spectra of the
fluorophore, and the filters used. However knowing whether you are optimally exciting the chosen
fluorophore (beyond just the percentage given) is of critical importance. It would also be helpful to
know in multicolor experiments how much cross-excitation may occur, given the excitation source
and excitation filters in place.

Is the rationale for developing the new software tool clearly explained?
Yes

Is the description of the software tool technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of the code, methods and analysis (if applicable) provided to allow
replication of the software development and its use by others?
Yes

Is sufficient information provided to allow interpretation of the expected output datasets and
any results generated using the tool?
Yes

Are the conclusions about the tool and its performance adequately supported by the findings
presented in the article?
Yes

 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:

Referee Expertise: Microscopy

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that
it is of an acceptable scientific standard.

 09 August 2018Referee Report

doi:10.21956/wellcomeopenres.16012.r33601

  ,    ,     Michelle Peckham Ruth Hughes Alistair Curd
 Astbury Centrefor Structural Molecular Biology, School of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Faculty of
Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK
 Astbury Centre for Structural Molecular Biology, School of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Faculty of
Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Overall, the paper has a helpful introduction to the current ability to determine the optimal
microscope set up and dye choices and the advantages of the new SPEKcheck interface.
Acknowledgement of its limitations is helpful in knowing where its fits within the resources already
available. As the paper emphasises this would be useful for those working in imaging facilities and
the paper gives good details and instructions about implementing for specific microscope setups
and website configurations.
 
The information produced by SPEKcheck has a number of caveats, making it useful as a check, to

1 2 2

1
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

The information produced by SPEKcheck has a number of caveats, making it useful as a check, to
give a general rule of thumb but perhaps not helpful for more complex questions.
Without attempting to install and use it for our facility, it sounds useful. It is likely to be useful to
others, through its ability to add relevant components and remove irrelevant components.
 
A further advantage is this is a good web-based approach, which means it is easily accessible, and
does not to have to re-invented for every facility/microscope development lab. This is mainly about
convenience, because to add the components that are relevant to any particular application, the
user would need to get hold of the performance vs. wavelength data anyway, and an experienced
microscopist could then perform the multiplication of the components' properties, to get total
performance. However, to see several results quickly as you can do here would take some more
coding, and less experienced microscopists, and particularly those without a strong background in
optics will find this useful.The wider impact is less clear; in that it’s uncertain if users of
microscopes in a facility who might need to make choices about the optimal set up for the
microscope and dye they are using, would quickly be able to get to grips with the software, and
know which settings to include. However, the software could be helpful in enabling discussions
with facility staff before imaging to help people plan their experimental setup or as a helpful training
tool.

Specific comments are:
It would be good to see an example of how the truncation of the display at 800 nm does not affect
the modelling and calculation results - and how to use the software in that case. Two-photon
is mentioned for instance, and there are dyes/other fluorescent chemicals that go beyond this
wavelength and below 300 nm.
There don't seem to be too many references? This is quite a niche paper but I thought there would
be more papers that would be relevant to cite.
A little bit more explanation on the website itself would be useful for those with less optical
experience, in order to make this more broadly applicable.  I think this is particularly important,
because in the future, most users are likely to go straight for the website, without necessarily
reading the paper first.  It will be important to maintain and keep the website going, and provide as
much explanation as possible.  A ‘wiki’ approach might also be useful here.
Some issues we spotted were: for Zeiss, which it is possible to change the set up (type of
microscope), dye, excitation and detector, the band pass filter can’t be changed.The list of
cameras provided for Olympus TIRFM is somewhat limited, there doesn’t appear to be an EMCCD
camera? And the cMOS cameras listed do not include the 95B camera. Why are Zeiss GAASP
and PMT still in selection list for the Olympus TIRFM (and others) when it’s unlikely that they will be
there on the system?  For PALM – what is the default detector (just indicated by a ‘tick’)?
Using the Safari web browser, we couldn’t immediately spot the symbol in the top right (three lines)
– to change filters etc in the set up – this could be indicated more helpfully.
Sadly, we were able to delete both filters in the excitation path, and then it wasn’t immediately clear
how to add anything back! It was only on re-reading the paper that we discovered that filters could
be dragged back in. 
It would be helpful to state what T and R refer to in the excitation and emission path on this page,
and clearly indicate that there is the possibility to ‘click to drag into Emission or Excitation path (for
the Filters).

Is the rationale for developing the new software tool clearly explained?
Yes

Is the description of the software tool technically sound?
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Is the description of the software tool technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of the code, methods and analysis (if applicable) provided to allow
replication of the software development and its use by others?
Partly

Is sufficient information provided to allow interpretation of the expected output datasets and
any results generated using the tool?
Partly

Are the conclusions about the tool and its performance adequately supported by the findings
presented in the article?
Yes

 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:

Referee Expertise: Microscopy, cell biology

We have read this submission. We believe that we have an appropriate level of expertise to
confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard.
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